[The multidisciplinary approach to reconstructive surgery of the extremities-considerations for trauma and orthopedic surgery].
Interdisciplinary reconstructive surgery of the extremities involves a variety of indications ranging from IIIB/C open fractures with major segmental loss of bone and soft tissue, to arterial vessel injury necessitating vascular repair, and to biological, plastic reconstruction following resection of musculoskeletal tumors. The multidisciplinary approach involving trauma/orthopedic surgery combined with vascular, plastic, and neuro- resp. microsurgery has significantly increased the rate of limb-sparing operations and improved morbidity, function, quality of life, and long-term oncological outcome. The multidisciplinary treatment of both complex trauma and malignant bone/soft tissue sarcoma of the extremity is an integral task of surgical trauma and tumor centers. Close interactive communication between the individual surgical disciplines has decisively influenced prognosis and is the precondition for priority-adapted therapeutic strategies.